Happy AMI Days!

What a GREAT opportunity to go UNPLUGGED for a few minutes (or more 😊) every day and READ!

Here is my Nifty Nine List of Things to Read --

1. Read your library book
2. The One and Only Ivan – you own a copy!
3. A public library book
4. A book on BOOKFLIX – Log on to the CALS website/ use your Tech Card to access this program
5. A book from your home library
6. A book on EPIC! Go to getepic.com and use the student code PNY7880
7. A recipe – and maybe make it! Yummy!
8. ANYTHING!
9. EVERYTHING!

Things to think about:

1. Who are the characters?
2. What is the setting?
3. What is the main idea in the story? Is there a problem that has to be solved?
4. What was the solution? What were the steps to get to the solution?
5. What was the conclusion or end of the story?
6. Is the book fiction or non-fiction?
7. For younger readers – Rocket Retell: Beginning, Middle and End of the story.

I hope you will take time every day to read something – write down what you read or the chapters you read on your AMI pages – Read something SPECTACULAR? Have a question? Need help with a word or an AMI assignment?

You can email me – carol.jackson@lrsd.org

Happy Reading!

Love you, pickles 😊

Stay well – Stay safe!

Ms. Jackson